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Solutions to Emerging Problems
Retail banking providers have expanded digital capabilities to keep pace with customer 
expectations, but these investments are not enough. Digitally oriented customers report 
lower loyalty and poorer customer experiences.

The industry most likely has not committed sufficiently to a more digital world. In fact, 
the traditional chief driver of loyalty—live service—may actually be the main source of 
the problem, because customers today view it as a “bail out” option that they are forced 
to use when their preferred (self-service digital) channel fails them. 

Given this fundamental shift in customer demand, consumer banking executives are 
asking, “How do we serve digitally oriented customers to earn loyalty?”

The answer to this important question affects a number of urgent decisions, including:

 ■ What are the key loyalty “killers” and “builders” in a more digital service experience?

 ■ Where is staff service valued in a digitally led service experience?

Expanded Support for Members
As members’ needs evolve, so too does our support. In 2015, we will provide new 
and expanded resources to help, including:

 ■ A customized assessment of customer experience readiness to respond to shifting 
customer channel expectations,

 ■ A diagnostic tool to help identify capability gaps preventing cross-sales to more 
digitally oriented customers, and

 ■ Customer segment insights, charts, and data to help you better understand and 
respond to customer value drivers in a more digital world.
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n = 5,210.
Source: CEB 2013 Survey of Retail Banking Customers.
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